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INTRODUCTION

Globalization makes cultural diversity a pertinent factor in e-learning, as distributed learning teams with mixed cultural backgrounds become commonplace in most e-learning programs, which can be study-based (schools and universities) or work-based (training units) (Zhang & Zhou, 2003). In these programs, collaborative learning is supported via computer-mediated communication technologies and instructional technologies. The primary goal of enhancing learning with technology aids, aligning with the goal of education at all levels, is to engage students in meaningful learning activities, which require learners to construct knowledge by actively interpreting, acquiring, and analyzing their experience (Alavi, Marakas, & Yoo, 2002). In accordance, meaningful learning requires knowledge to be constructed by the learners but not by the teachers. In this regard, collaborative learning, an activity where two or more people work together to create meaning, explore a topic, or improve skills, is considered superior to other individualistic instructional methods (Lerouge, Blanton, & Kittner, 2004). The basic premise underlying this is the socio-learning theory, which advocates that learning and development occur during cooperative socialization among peers and emerge through shared understandings (Leidner & Jarvenpaa, 1995). This highlights the criticality of the communication and collaboration pertaining to an individual's learning process. Since culture reflects the way one learns (Hofstede, 1997; Vygotsky, 1978), group members' cultural backgrounds play a significant role in affecting the collaborative learning process (Chang & Lim, 2005). Language, cognitive style, and learning style are some aspects of culture that concern collaborative learning in the short term.

Groups which have members of different cultural backgrounds are expected to be availed a wider variety of skills, information, and experiences that could potentially improve the quality of collaborative learning (Rich, 1997). In contrast, a group comprising members of similar backgrounds is vulnerable to the "groupthink" syndrome; when the syndrome operates, members could ignore alternatives, resulting in a deterioration of efficiency in making a group decision (Janis, 1982). Accordingly, it is conceivable that groups formed by members of different cultural backgrounds are inherently less prone to the "groupthink" syndrome. However, the advantages of cultural diversity in achieving meaningful collaborative learning are not easily realized, as the basic modes of communication may vary among different cultures and, in consequence, communication distortion often occurs (Chidambaram, 1992). Collaborative learning systems (CLS) are being increasingly researched owing to their potential capabilities and the associated new opportunities in supporting collaborative learning, in particular for distributed groups involving members of different cultural backgrounds (Alavi & Leidner, 2001). Collaborative learning systems provide the necessary medium to support interaction among learners, and therefore modify the nature and the efficiency of the collaborative learning activities (Mandryk, Inkepn, Bilezikjian, Klemmer, & Landay, 2001). The current article looks into how collaborative learning systems may better accommodate cultural diversity in e-learning groups. In addition, this article discusses pertinent issues regarding the role of a leader in building the common ground among learners in order to maximize the potential of collaborative learning systems when cultural diversity is present.

BACKGROUND

Collaborative learning is superior to individualistic instruction in terms of increase in individual achievement, positive changes in social attitudes, and general enhancement of motivation to learn, among other positive outcomes (Slavin, 1990). Learners tend to generate higher-level reasoning strategies, a greater diversity of ideas and procedures, more critical thinking, more creative responses, and better long-term retention when they are actively learning in collaborative learning groups than when they are learning individually or competitively (Schlechter, 1990). Growing interest in supporting the needs of collaborative learning, boosted by concurrent improvements in both computer mediated communication (CMC) and group support systems (GSS), has led to the emergence of the instructional technology known as collaborative learning systems. These are systems...
IMPLEMENTED TO PROVIDE COMPUTER-SUPPORTED ENVIRONMENTS WHICH FACILITATE COLLABORATIVE LEARNING. THE IMPORTANCE OF THESE SYSTEMS LIES FUNDAMENTALLY IN THEIR BEING A MEDIUM THROUGH WHICH LEARNERS CAN COOPERATE WITH OTHERS.

TECHNOLOGY SHAPES THE COMMUNICATION AMONG USERS IN TERMS OF FIVE MEDIA CHARACTERISTICS: SYMBOL VARIETY, PARALLELISM, REHEARSABILITY, REPROCESSABILITY, AND IMMEDIACY OF FEEDBACK (DENNIS & VALACICH, 1999). SYMBOL VARIETY REFERS TO THE BANDWIDTH THAT INFORMATION CAN BE COMMUNICATED; PARALLELISM IS THE NUMBER OF CONCURRENT CONVERSATIONS THAT A MEDIUM CAN SUPPORT; REHEARSABILITY IS THE CAPABILITY ENABLING USERS TO MODIFY A MESSAGE BEFORE SENDING; REPROCESSABILITY REFERS TO THE EXTENT TO WHICH MESSAGES SENT CAN BE REPROCESSED DURING THE COMMUNICATION; IMMEDIACY OF FEEDBACK INDICATES WHETHER A MEDIUM SUPPORTS SPONTANEOUS FEEDBACK.


FEATHER (1999) SUGGESTS THAT INDIVIDUALS WILL PREFER LEARNING IN THE VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT IF THEY REQUIRE MORE TIME TO THINK ABOUT A QUESTION BEFORE ANSWERING, FIND IT HARD TO SPEAK OUT IN A TRADITIONAL CLASS ALTHOUGH POSSESSING CONTRIBUTIONS, OR LIKE SOME DEGREE OF ANONYMITY. EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE DEMONSTRATES THAT COMPUTER-MEDIATED COOPERATIVE LEARNING TENDED TO HAVE POSITIVE IMPACTS ON LEARNERS’ PERFORMANCE AND AUTONOMY IN CONTROLLING THEIR LEARNING PACE (SALOVAARA, 2005; YU, 2001).

**MAIN THRUST OF THE ARTICLE**

**POTENTIAL OF COLLABORATIVE LEARNING SYSTEM IN ACCOMMODATING CULTURAL DIVERSITY**


A POTENTIAL BENEFIT OF THE COLLABORATIVE LEARNING SYSTEMS IS THE SUPPORT OF DIVERSE LEARNING STYLES (WANG, HINN, & KANFER, 2001). FUNCTIONS EMBEDDED IN COLLABORATIVE LEARNING SYSTEMS CAN ENABLE MORE EFFECTIVE COLLABORATIVE LEARNING ACTIVITIES IN HETEROGENEOUS GROUPS BY SMOOTHING THE COMMUNICATION PROCESS. IN THE FACE-TO-FACE SETTING WITHOUT TECHNOLOGY AID, LEARNERS MAY FEEL THE NEED TO WAIT FOR OTHERS TO EXPRESS THEIR IDEAS, BY WHICH TIME THEY MAY HAVE EITHER FORGOTTEN THEIR OWN IDEAS OR BECOME LESS CONFIDENT WITH THESE IDEAS; THIS PHENOMENON IS CALLED PRODUCTION BLOCKING. THROUGH EMBEDDING CONCURRENT INPUTS BY MULTIPLE USERS, COLLABORATIVE LEARNING SYSTEMS OFFER A UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY TO ELIMINATE PRODUCTION BLOCKING, PARTICULARLY AS GROUP SIZE INCREASES (VALACICH, JESSUP, DENNIS, & NUNAMAKER, 1992). MOREOVER, TEXT-BASED COMMUNICATION IN THESE SYSTEMS OFFERS IMPORTANT FEATURES FOR COMMUNICATION THAT ARE RADICALLY DIFFERENT FROM THE FACE-TO-FACE SETTING. GROUP MEMBERS’ COMMENTS ARE RECORDED AS TEXT AND THEY CAN BE REVISITED REPEATEDLY; SUCH A FEATURE IS EXPECTED TO ENHANCE LEARNING EFFECTIVENESS AS COMPARED TO ORAL COMMUNICATION, ESPECIALLY FOR NON-NATIVE SPEAKERS, SINCE NO SPEAKING HAS TO TAKE PLACE (HERRING, 1999). THE COMMUNICATION SUPPORT IN COLLABORATIVE LEARNING SYSTEMS HAS BEEN SUGGESTED TO BE AN EFFECTIVE TOOL IN DEALING WITH THE LACK OF PEER INTERACTION IN THE CLASSROOM (LI, 2002). THE UNDERLYING REASON IS THAT PARTICIPATION BECOMES MORE EVENLY DISTRIBUTED AMONG MEMBERS WITH COMPUTER-MEDIATED INTERACTION, WHILE STATUS AND HIERARCHICAL STRUCTURES BECOME LESS IMPORTANT (LAUGHLIN, CHANDLER, SHupe, MAGLEY, & HULBERT, 1995).

BESIDES THE COMMUNICATION DIFFICULTY MENTIONED PREVIOUSLY, LEARNERS’ UNCERTAINTY AND ANXIETY FORM ANOTHER CHALLENGE POSTED BY CULTURAL DIVERSITY IN THE FACE-TO-FACE SETTING. IN THE ABSENCE OF TECHNOLOGICAL AID, WHEN TEAM MEMBERS INTERACT IN THE COURSE OF COLLABORATION, UNCERTAINTY AND ANXIETY OF BEING IN A HETEROGENEOUS GROUP ARE LIKELY TO AFFECT LEARNERS’ COMMUNICATION WITH ONE ANOTHER (GUDYKUNST, 1995), THUS DECREASING THEIR PERFORMANCE. HOWEVER, Owing to the differences in communication process (as compared to face-to-face interaction), the rehearsability and the relatively lower degree of social presence embedded in collaborative learning systems are able to help the communication process in heterogeneous groups by lowering members’ uncertainty and anxiety (YOUNG, 2003). Therefore, the negative effects of cultural differences are reduced if not altogether eliminated by computer-aided systems, as learners of different cultures gain more accurate understanding of one another. Notwithstanding this, the diversity in terms of cultural values and experiences, earlier argued to be a strength, is not eroded. Also, the systems do not take the heterogeneous groups back to the “groupthink” situation which is more commonly present.
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